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1. Introduction
The concept of Six Sigma was introduced in 1986 by Bill Smith, a senior engineer and
scientist at Motorola. Six Sigma is a set of practices developed to systematically improve
processes by eliminating defects. A defect is defined as nonconformity of a product or ser-
vice to its specifications. Six Sigma provided Motorola big increasing of profits, reduction
of costs and growth of stocks. Motorola even won the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality
award in 1988. Since then was documented the impact of the Six Sigma by other big
organizations. That’s why increased investment to Six Sigma programs and it extends to
smaller companies. Today of course continues the implementation of Six Sigma to many
processes in many companies.
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2. Six Sigma
2.1. Main goals
Six Sigma is based on the understanding of the demands and expectations of customers,
on the good collecting and using of informations and data and of course on the statistical
analysis. It leads to improving manufacturing, business, logistic and other processes.
In particular, processes that have Six Sigma quality, produce nearly no non-confor-
mances. In the concrete implicit Six Sigma’s goal is to improve all processes below 3.4
non-conformances per one million opportunities. Another Six Sigma’s complementary
goals leading to success are:
• maximize profits
• growth of the market share
• increase productivity and decrease variation in process
• effectively use sources
• monitor and control processes
• minimize non-conformances, costs, defects and prevent their generation.
Six Sigma gives to companies the way, how to do less mistakes in all types of activity
(it means from the orders up to the most complicated manufacturing), by elimination of
non-conformances before they appear.
An organization of the Six Sigma type is that, which actively works on the integra-
tion of Six Sigma methods and procedures to everyday control activities and has a big
advancement in efficiency of processes and in satisfying of customers expectations.
2.2. Sigma and DPMO
The Greek letter σ (sigma) is used for the standard deviation (a measure of variation) of a
population. We want to minimize this variation in the process, because greater variability
means greater risk of non-conformances appearance, more time spent in next operations
etc. . In other point of view - big variation = spent more money and more time.
One will have allways a certain variability because of stochastic character of technical
processes. The term "Six Sigma process" was introduced by Motorola. They looked for
a reasonable limit of variability and they specified a goal
2 · 6σ = USL− LSL,
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where USL is Upper Specification Limit (upper limiting value) and LSL is Lower Specifi-
cation Limit (lower limiting value). Thus USL-LSL is a tolerance interval for the process.
The Six Sigma process is the one which has six standard deviations between the mean of a
process and the nearest specification limit. For centered normal distribution (Figure 2.1) it
corresponds to 0.002 defects per one million opportunities, what is an unrealistic number.
However in practice, in technical processes was detected and empirically verified a 1.5 σ
shift of this normal distribution (Figure 2.2). It is caused by the influence of long-time
factors. This process corresponds to 3.4 defects per one million opportunities. The model
with the 1.5 σ shift is ordinarily used today in the biggest companies for determination
of their processes quality.
+6σ+5σ+4σ+3σ+2σ+1σµ−1σ−2σ−3σ−4σ−5σ−6σ
USLLSL
Normal Distribution
Figure 2.1: Normally distributed and centered process.
We can also use another method to obtain sigma value and it is often done in this
way. We can compute so called defects per million opportunities - DPMO:
DPMO =
number of defects · 106
number of units · number of opportunities per unit ,
where number of opportunities means how many different kind of defects we can do on
our product. The DPMO is calculated from the process with 1.5 σ shift. The term
"non-conformance" was used a few times already, so let us define it better now.
Definition 2.2.1. Non-conformance is any situation or event, when product or process
does not satisfy requirements of the customer.
Remark. A non-standard product may have one or more non-conformances.
After computing the DPMO we can obtain the sigma value of the process just from a
converse table.
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+6σ+5σ+4σ+3σ+2σ+1σµ−1σ−2σ−3σ−4σ−5σ−6σ−7σ
LSL USL
Normal Distribution
Figure 2.2: Normally distributed process with 1.5 σ shift.
Tolerance limits Yield DPMO
µ± 1σ 68.27% 317311
µ± 2σ 95.45 45500
µ± 3σ 99.3 2700
µ± 4σ 99.9937 63
µ± 5σ 99.999943 0.6
µ± 6σ 99.9999998 0.002
Table 2.1: Normally distributed and centered process.
Similar way is to compute the Yield of the Process (it is percentage of elements (not
products) without non-conformances). After that we can again see the converse table and
obtain the sigma value.
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Tolerance limits Yield DPMO Sigma Value
(µ− 1.5σ)± 1σ 30.23% 691300 1.0
(µ− 1.5σ)± 2σ 69.13 308700 2.0
(µ− 1.5σ)± 3σ 93.32 66810 3.0
(µ− 1.5σ)± 4σ 99.3790 6210 4.0
(µ− 1.5σ)± 5σ 99.97670 233 5.0
(µ− 1.5σ)± 6σ 99.999660 3.4 6.0
Table 2.2: Simplified converse Six Sigma values table
2.3. Key roles
Very important and well known part of Six Sigma is the training of experts specialized
in quality analysis and its control in processes and projects. There are defined several
key roles for successful implementation of Six Sigma. In the concrete they are "Black
Belt" and its grades. It is the analogy with martial arts. The Black Belt means precise
knowledge and discipline, the various grades (Green, Black, Master) mean the level of
training and experience. The term has origin in Motorola in the nineties of the last
century. It represented a person with very good knowledge of statistics and improvement
of processes. Today we have these key roles:
Champion is responsible for the Six Sigma implementation across the organization. He
is chosen from the upper management and he should be mentor for Black Belts.
Champions eliminate internal barriers, which can obstruct good running and finish-
ing of project.
Sponsor is the owner of the process (he is the responsible for the process) and he takes
part in choosing projects. He authorizes changes in the process. He supports team
and monitors its progression.
Master Black Belt is identified by the champion. He understands well the company
strategy and he has a general view of the company. Master Black Belt has very good
knowledge of Six Sigma methodology. Makes and implements coaching for Black
Belts and Green Belts an helps with their training and certification. He devotes
100% of his time to Six Sigma, it is spent on integrating of Six Sigma across various
functions and departments. He assist by the project identification and cooperates
on reports about project situation.
Black Belt operates under Master Black Belt to apply Six Sigma methodology to spe-
cific projects. He devotes 100% of his time to Six Sigma. Black Belt supports
Champion’s ideas and if it is necessary he asks Champion for help. He should iden-
tify possible troubles in projects, whereas Champion and Master Black Belt identify
projects for Six Sigma. Black Belts also teach and coach Six Sigma methods and
strategies.
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Green Belt operates under the guidance of Black Belt and cooperates with him on Six
Sigma projects and supports him in achieving the overall results. He spends 20-30%
of his time on the Six Sigma projects approximately. Green Belt studies Six Sigma
methodology and applies it in his particular projects. He can continue in studying
and implementation of methods and tools of Six Sigma also after the project is
completed.
Figure 2.3: Ordinary ways how to define position structure in Six Sigma.
2.4. DMAIC
An organization which wants to implement the Six Sigma method should go through
several phases of Six Sigma application. All of them are very important and if the orga-
nization omits any phase, then all projects could not have perfect results. These main
phases of Six Sigma method application are:
1. Identification of key processes and customers
2. Definition of customers specifications and expectations
3. Measure of a present efficiency
4. Selection, prioritize, analysis and implementation of improvements
5. Another expansion and integration of the Six Sigma program.
Improvement of existing products or processes in the Six Sigma approach is done in
five steps - Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, Control. This set of steps is called
DMAIC.
2.4.1. D - Define
When going into the Define phase, the first phase of the DMAIC process, executive
management should have an idea of which processes are not producing the results their
9
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Figure 2.4: Process DMAIC
customers expect. The core processes are upgraded at first of course. Since Six Sigma calls
for unmistakable, measurable results, the goal of the Define phase is to clearly identify and
articulate the problem in a measurable way. It means clearly specify "what, who, why,
how much and till when " (but the part of Define phase is not "how" can one accomplish
goals of the project).
Basic steps in the Define phase are as follows:
• Identify problems in the process that must be solved in order to meet or exceed the
customer’s specifications or expectations.
• Definition of goals and range of the project.
• Identify and quantify customer requirements.
• State the project goal, which also must be clear and measurable and include a time
limit for the completion of the project.
• Team selection and terms specification.
2.4.2. M - Measure
The Measure phase is dedicated to assembling a data collection plan, executing that plan
and verifying it is performed properly. Goal of the Measure part of DMAIC is a collection
and interpretation of data describing present situation of the process (monitore defects
appearance, measure outputs and record inputs).
In order to do this, the team must:
• Select the possible input factors (cause), which can influence the output, where
non-conformances occur (effect).
• Find the inputs to the process that contribute to non-conformances.
10
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• Verify measure system and its rectification, if needed.
• Study defect rate - how often non-conformances occur.
• Collect data about defects appearance (output monitoring) and record the input
factors (input recording).
• Describe the behaviour of the process in time and classification of the process sta-
bility.
• Refine data collection procedures, if needed.
Once the non-conformances have been measured and all critical data collected, it is
time to figure out what is causing the problems - that is, what inputs to the process, as
well as parts of the process itself, are affecting the output.
2.4.3. A - Analyze
In the Analyze phase the Six Sigma approach applies statistical tools. Any number of tools
and tests can be used (most often are used: linear regression, Pareto analysis, Ishikawa
diagrams, histograms, run charts, scatter plots and box plots - for more information
see [6]). The goal of Analyze phase is to identify main causes of problems, it means input
factors, which have a significant effect for non-conformances appearance. The main cause
is identified in a cycle on Figure 2.5. One can start in point A or in point B. If the
hypothesis is rejected, one should come back to the beginning of the cycle and build a
new hypothesis.
Figure 2.5: Main cause analysis cycle
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Basic steps of the Analyze phase are:
• First, develop hypotheses about the causes of non-conformances.
• Analysis of data about the present situation according to individual possible causes
(input analysis).
• Identify the critical causes of non-conformances.
• Specify key input parameters, which are important for the number of non-con-
formances using specific statistic methods and tools (determine the dependence
Y = f(x) ).
2.4.4. I - Improve
All hard work done in phases Define, Measure and Analyze pays off in the Improve phase.
The Black Belt has discovered and validated all known key causes. Here the ideas for
process improvement are formulated and implemented. The goal of this phase is to build,
test out and implement the solutions, which eliminate the causes of non-conformances or
lead to profit increasing.
Basic steps in the Improve phase are as follows:
• Confirm the key process inputs that affect the process outputs, causing non-confor-
mances.
• Identify the acceptable range of each input in order to output stays within the
specified limits.
• Plan any special measures that are needed for improvements.
• Create solutions, which eliminate the main causes of non-conformances.
• Evaluate benefits, costs and risks for particular solutions.
• Implement the changes.
• Install and validate a measurement system for the improved process.
• Verify the new process is working.
• Modelling and optimalization of the setting.
2.4.5. C - Control
Over time there is an expectation that things slowly will get a little worse until finally
it will be time for another major improvement. There are many factors that could affect
the adjusted inputs and thus monitoring of the process is very important to make sure it
stays "in control". So Six Sigma calls for this last phase which goes beyond Improvement,
12
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and includes the control of the improved process. The main goal of the Control phase is
to ensure permanent and stable being of the improved status.
To reach the goal the company must:
• Standardize the improved processes and by it ensure the stability of the improve-
ment.
• Systematically monitore key characteristics of the process.
• Ensure, that the same problems do not appear again.
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3. Concrete problem formulation
3.1. Short description of the situation
We will analyze an experiment for a company producing car and motorcycle tires. At
first it is made a model of a tire, which is imprinted on a gypsum. After that is cast an
aluminium form from the gypsum model, so an image of the model is obtained. The form
for the whole tire has eight such parts. Finally is made a tire by pouring rubber into the
form. By this action is needed plenties of small holes in the form for good development
of the tire (especially for gases outflowing). Into every such a hole is necessary to put a
valve.
The valve can be either assembled or disassembled. The assembled valve is put into
the hole whole as one piece. The disassembled valve has two parts. The first one (a case)
is put into the hole and the second one (a body) is then installed in the case.
3.2. Goal
The company produces the tires by batch production. In the concrete, over three and half
thousand of forms per year is required. And every form contains over three thousand of
holes for valves. Therefore it could save a lot of time and money to omit the calibration
in the drilling holes process. And it is actually the subject of our analysis. We will
compare the process with and without the calibration (old and new technology). Of
course the company requests at least the same functionality of the valves for the holes
drilled without calibration as the holes drilled in the current way. So the goal is the
omission of the calibration in the drilling process.
3.3. Experiment description
The deciding factor of the valve functionality is the pull out force. It is a force, which
must be done for the pulling the valve out of the hole. The pull out force cannot be too
large (deformation of the valve occurs) and also cannot be too small (the valve can be
lost).
The experiment was done for five different drill diameters (4, 4.03, 4.05, 4.08 and
4.1 mm) and for three different material thicknesses (40, 60, 80 mm).
Into a testing block was drilled 76 holes for assembled valves and 76 holes for dis-
assembled valves for all the diameters and all the thicknesses by the new technology
(without calibration). After valves installing was measured their functionality and the
pull out force. The results were compared with an etalon which was made by the current
technology (with calibration).
14
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The experiment was done for a concrete company, so the data are sensitive. The
concrete values was changed (by adding a constant and multiplying by a constant).
15
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Well-constructed data summaries and displays are essential to good statistical results.
They can show important features of the data or provide insight about the type of model
that should be used in solving the problem.
Already for several years computers play important role in the presentation and ana-
lysis of data. Most statistical analysis is done using statistical programs. The user enters
data and then selects types of analysis and output displays what user interests in.
4.1. Numerical Summary of Data
It is often useful to describe data features numerically. Most often is characterized the
location or central tendency (by sample average) and also the variation in the data (by
sample standard deviation). We will consider the data as a sample of observations selected
from the population that we are interested in. Consequently the selection of a sample is
an experiment and each observation in the sample is an observed value of the monitored
variable. The observations determine the probability distribution of the variable.
Definition 4.1.1. A population is any finite or infinite collection of individual units or
objects. It usually consists of the totality of the observations which we are concerned.
Definition 4.1.2. A sample is a subset of observations selected from a population.
Suppose that x1, x2, . . . , xn are the observations in a sample. Then n is called a sample
size. The most important measures of central tendency in the sample are a sample average
and a sample median.
Definition 4.1.3. If the n observations in a sample are denoted by x1, x2, . . . , xn, the
sample average x¯ is
x¯ =
x1 + x2 + · · ·+ xn
n
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
xi . (4.1)
Another measure of central tendency is the sample median x˜. Median divides the
sample into two equal parts - half of the observations smaller than the median and half
of them larger. The sample median value is in comparison with the sample mean less
sensitive to extremely deviated values.
Definition 4.1.4. Let x1, x2, . . . , xn be n observations ordered in ascending order. Then
the sample median x˜ is
x˜ =

xn+1
2
for odd n
1
2
(xn
2
+ xn
2
+1) for even n.
(4.2)
For better understanding of the data are also sometimes used percentiles.
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Definition 4.1.5. The 100 k-th percentile is a value such that at least 100 k% of the
data values are at or below this value and at least 100(1− k)% of the data values are at
or above this value.
Most often used percentiles are the points, which divide an ordered set of data into
four equal parts. The division points are called quartiles. The first or lower quartile q1
is a 25% percentile. The second quartile q2 is exactly equal to the median. The third or
upper quartile q3 is a 75% percentile. The quartiles may not be unique.
The sample mean and the median are useful, but we also want to know information
about the variability or scatter in the data. It can be described by a sample variance or
a sample standard deviation.
Definition 4.1.6. If the n observations in a sample are denoted by x1, x2, . . . , xn, the
sample variance s2 is
s2 =
1
n− 1
n∑
i=1
(xi − x¯)2 . (4.3)
Generally, the larger is the sample variance s2, the greater is the variability in the
sample data. The units of the sample variance are the square of the original units of
the data. This is often inconvenient and hard to interpret. So it is usually preferred the
square root of s2, called the sample standard deviation s.
Definition 4.1.7. If x1, x2, . . . , xn is a sample of n observations, the sample standard
deviation s is
s =
√√√√ 1
n− 1
n∑
i=1
(xi − x¯)2 . (4.4)
The primary advantage of the sample standard deviation s is that it is measured in
the original units of the variable of interest x. Hence it is preferred as a measure of data
variability.
The sample variance and sample standard deviation are sometimes coupled with a
sample range, which is the difference between the largest and the smallest observation. It
is another useful measure of variability in the sample.
Definition 4.1.8. If x1, x2, . . . , xn is a sample of n observations, the sample range r is
r = max(xi)−min(xi) . (4.5)
4.2. Random Variable
Very often is an outcome of a random experiment summarized by a simple number.
Because the particular outcome of the experiment is not known in advance, the resulting
value of our variable is also not known in advance. For this reason, the variable that
associates a number with the outcome of a random experiment is referred to as a random
variable.
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Definition 4.2.1. A random variable X is a function that assigns a real number to each
outcome in the sample space of a random experiment. Realization of a random variable,
which is the measured value of the random variable after the experiment conduction, is
denoted by a lowercase letter such as x=42 mm.
Remark. This definition is just intuitive. Rigorous definition can be found in [1].
Let us have a measurement, where we can assume any value in an interval of real
numbers (at least theoretically). Then the arbitrary precision of the measurement is
possible. Of course in practice, is the measured value rounded off. The random variable
that represents this measurement is said to be a continuous random variable. The range
of the random variable includes all values in an interval of real numbers.
In other experiments can be the measurement limited to integers or limited to discrete
points on the real line. In the case, when the measurement is limited to at most countable
discrete points on the real line, is the random variable said to be discrete.
Examples of random variables:
Continuous random variables
length, force, diameter, pressure, time, weight, voltage, temperature
Discrete random variables
number of transmitted bits received in error, defective parts among 1000 tested,
number of scratches on a surface
Below we will consider only the continuous random variable, because we are interesting
in the pull out force of the valves, which values we can consider as a continuum.
4.2.1. Continuous Random Variable
Continuous random variables are very often and very commonly used in engineering to
describe various physical systems. For a description of the probabilities associated with
a random variable is used a probability density function.
Definition 4.2.2. A probability density function for a continuous random variable X is
a function f(x) such that
1. f(x) ≥ 0
2.
∞∫
−∞
f(x) dx = 1
3. P(x ∈ M) =
∫
x∈M
f(x) for any M ⊆ R.
For real interval (a, b) we obtain 0 ≤ P(a < X < b) ≤ 1. A probability density
function is zero for values x that cannot occur and it is assumed to be zero whenever it
is not specifically defined.
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Definition 4.2.3. Real function
F (x) = P(X < x) =
x∫
−∞
f(u) du for −∞ < x <∞
is called a cumulative distribution function of a continuous random variable X.
If we know the probability density and cumulative distribution function of a random
variable, we have explicit definition of the continuous random variable. But it is convenient
to have more information about the random variable. So we can compute some values,
which characterize it.
4.2.2. Numerical Characteristics of Continuous Random Variable
Definition 4.2.4. If X is a continuous random variable with probability density function
f(x), then the mean or expected value of X denoted as E(X) is
E(X) =
∞∫
−∞
x f(x) dx. (4.6)
Definition 4.2.5. Let X be a continuous random variable with probability density func-
tion f(x), then the variance of X denoted as D(X) is
D(X) =
∞∫
−∞
(x− E(X))2 f(x) dx =
∞∫
−∞
x2 f(x) dx− E(X)2. (4.7)
Definition 4.2.6. If D(X) is a variance of continuous random variable X then the stan-
dard deviation of X denoted as σ(X) is
σ(X) =
√
D(X). (4.8)
Definition 4.2.7. The term 100 p-th percentile of the random variable X is for p ∈ (0, 1)
a real number
xp = inf {x : F (x) ≤ p} (4.9)
Similarly to the definition 4.1.5 and the lines below there are some percentiles, which
have their own terms. For example x0.25 is the lower quartile, x0.75 is the upper quartile
and x0.5 is the median.
4.3. Basic Data Summary Plots
4.3.1. Histogram
A histogram is an approximation to a probability density function. To construct a his-
togram, we must divide the range of the data into intervals, which are usually called class
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intervals, cells or bins (if possible, the cells should be of equal width to achieve better
visual information of the histogram). The number of cells depends on the number of
observations and the dispersion in the data (the number of cells should increase with
n).Choosing the number of cells approximately equal to the square root of the number of
observations often works well in practice. A histogram with either too few or too many
cells is not very informative.
After determination the number of cells and also the lower and upper boundary of
each cell, are the data sorted into the cells. The count of frequencies are made of the
number of observations in each cell. Sometimes the frequencies in each cell are divided
by the total number of observations n and then the vertical scale of the histogram repre-
sents relative frequencies. The relative frequency is an estimate of the probability that a
measurement falls in the cell interval. From the histogram one can see at first sight the
basic approximation of a probability density.
A histogram is shown on the Figure 4.1. There is also a curve, which approximates a
probability density curve.
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Figure 4.1: Histogram of x with fitted probability density curve.
4.3.2. Box plot
A box plot is used for graphic describing and showing several important features of a
data set, such as center, spread, departure from symmetry, and identification of unusual
observations or outliers. The box plot displays the three quartiles on a rectangular box,
aligned either horizontally or vertically. The rectangle has the first quartile q1 as the left
(or the upper) edge and the third quartile q3 as the right (or the lower) edge. These two
lines encloses the interquartile range (IQR = q3 − q1). Through the box is drawn a line
which means the second quartile q2 (which is the median - q2 = x˜). A line extends from
each end of the box. These lines are called whiskers. The lower whisker is a line from
the first quartile to the smallest data point within 1.5 interquartile ranges from the first
quartile. The upper whisker is a line from the third quartile to the largest data point
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within 1.5 interquartile ranges from the third quartile. Values beyond the whiskers are
called outliers and are plotted as individual points. A points more than three interquartile
ranges from the box edge are called extreme outliers.
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Figure 4.2: Box plot with captions of the same data as the histogram on the Figure 4.1.
4.4. Useful Continuous Probability Distributions
Definition 4.4.1. A random variable with Normal distribution (Gaussian distribution)
N(µ, σ2), where µ, σ2 are real numbers and σ2 > 0 has probability density
f(x) =
1
σ
√
2pi
exp
{
−(x− µ)
2
2σ2
}
, x ∈ (−∞,∞). (4.10)
Its mean and variance are
E(X) = x˜ = µ, D(X) = σ2.
The normal distribution is very important term in mathematical statistic and it plays
a key role in many applications. It is very useful for describing random variables, which
can be interpreted as an additive result of many independent effects (e.g. measurement
error, deviation between the product size and its requested value, etc.).
Definition 4.4.2. A normal random variable with
µ = 0 and σ2 = 1
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is called a Standard normal distribution. The probability density of N(0,1) distribution is
denoted as ϕ(x) and it is given by formula
ϕ(x) =
1√
2pi
e
x2
2 , x ∈ (−∞,∞).
Distribution function of N(0,1) is denoted as Φ(x) and
Φ(x) =
∫ x
−∞
ϕ(t) dt.
Examples of normal distributions can be seen on the Figure 4.3, included the standard
normal distribution as a red line.
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Figure 4.3: Normal distribution with various µ and σ2 parameters.
Theorem 4.4.3. If a random variable X has normal distribution N(µ, σ2), then it is
possible its distribution function express as
F(x) = Φ
(
x− µ
σ
)
. (4.11)
and the percentiles are
xP = µ+ σ uP , 0 < P < 1, (4.12)
where uP is a percentile of standard normal distribution.
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Definition 4.4.4. A Gamma function Γ(a) is defined by formula
Γ(a) =
∫ ∞
0
xa−1 e−x dx, a > 0. (4.13)
It can be shown that the integral in the definition of Γ(a) is finite. Furthermore, by
using integration by parts it can be shown that
Γ(a+ 1) = a Γ(a).
The gamma function can be interpreted as a generalization to non-integer values of a of
the term (a− 1)!, because for integer a holds
Γ(a) = (a− 1)! , because Γ(1) = 1.
It can be also shown that
Γ
(
1
2
)
=
√
pi.
Definition 4.4.5. χ2 (chi-square) distribution with n degrees of freedom has a probability
density
fn(x) =
1
2n/2 Γ
(
n
2
) x(n/2)−1 e−x/2 for x > 0 , (4.14)
while n is an integer. We will denote this distribution by the symbol χ2n. Its mean and
variance are
E(X) = n, D(X) = 2n.
This distribution is an important sampling distribution defined in terms of the nor-
mal distribution. If y1, y2, . . . , yn are normally and independently distributed random
variables with mean zero and variance one, then the random variable
x = y21 + y
2
2 + · · ·+ y2n
is distributed as chi-square with n degrees of freedom.
Definition 4.4.6. t - distribution (Student’s distribution) with n degrees of freedom,
which we will denote as tn, is a distribution with the probability density function
fn(t) =
Γ
(
n+1
2
)
Γ
(
n
2
)√
pin
(
1 +
t2
2
)−n+1
2
−∞ < t <∞ , (4.15)
where n is an integer. The mean of this distribution exists if n > 1 and the variation
exists if n > 2, then
E(X) = 0, D(X) =
n
n− 2 .
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Figure 4.4: Chi-square distribution for selected values of degrees of freedom n.
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Figure 4.5: t-distribution for selected values of degrees of freedom n.
4.5. Hypothesis Testing
In practice we must very often decide, whether a statement about random value pa-
rameters or about the random variable itself, is true or not. For example: whether the
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variability of three various manufacturing lines is the same, whether the length of com-
ponents is corresponding to a normal distribution or whether two different dealers have
the same number of non-conformances per 1000 units.
It is good to say, that we have no mathematical method to prove the correctness of
the hypothesis. We can only decide, if the hypothesis will be rejected with an error with
probability less than select α or we can decide not to reject the hypothesis, but we do not
know if the hypothesis is true or if we have lack of informations (mostly the number of
measurements) to refuse the hypothesis.
Definition 4.5.1. A statistical hypothesis H0 is a statement about the properties of
probability distribution of a random variable X.
A procedure leading to a decision about a particular hypothesis is called a test of
a statistical hypothesis. We have the hypothesis H0, which is called a null hypothesis
and we construct a statement H0 according to the problem, which is called a alternative
hypothesis.
For example, suppose that we are interested in a length of some component. Then the
measured length is a random variable that can be described by a probability distribution.
The main property for us is the mean of the length in the concrete we want to decide
whether or not the mean is 100 mm. We can express this as
H0 : µ = 100 mm
H0 : µ 6= 100 mm.
In this case we have a two-sided alternative hypothesis (H0 : ϑ 6= ϑ0) but in some cases
is useful to formulate a one-sided alternative hypothesis (H0 : ϑ < ϑ0 or H0 : ϑ > ϑ0)
such that
H0 : µ < 100 mm or
H0 : µ > 100 mm.
For testing the hypothesis H : ϑ = ϑ0 in comparison with formulated alternative
hypothesis we must construct and compute so called test statistic T (X1, . . . , Xn). If we
suppose that hypothesis H0 : ϑ = ϑ0 is true, the range of the statistic T is divided into
two disjoint subsets. The one is called a critical region Wα and the second is called an
acceptance region Wα, which is the complement of Wα. They are constructed in such a
way, that the probability of the test statistic T (X1, . . . , Xn) having the value from the
critical region Wα, will be α. The example of Wα and Wα for the test statistic T with
the standard normal distribution is on the Figure 4.6.
The decision about the hypothesis with help of observed values of the random variable
X is then based on the following convention. If so called observed value of the test statistic
t = T (x1, . . . , xn) on a measured sample (x1, . . . , xn) is in the critical region, so t ∈ Wα,
we reject the hypothesis H0 and simultaneously we do not reject the hypothesis H0 on the
significance level α. Whereas on the contrary if t is not in the critical region, so t ∈ Wα,
we do not reject the hypothesis H0 and simultaneously we reject the hypothesis H0 on
the significance level α.
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Figure 4.6: Specification of the critical and acceptance regions.
This decision procedure can lead to two types of wrong conclusions. We can reject
the hypothesis H0, but it is right. And on the other side we can not reject the hypothesis
which does not hold true.
Definition 4.5.2. Type I error occurs when we reject the null hypothesis H0 when it is
true. The probability of this error is the the significance level α = P (T ∈ Wα|H0 is true).
Definition 4.5.3. Type II error occurs when we fail to reject the null hypothesis H0
when it is false. The probability of this error is β = P (T /∈ Wα|H0 is true).
Definition 4.5.4. The power of a statistical test is the probability of correctly rejecting
a false null hypothesis H0, when the alternative hypothesis H0 is true - it is computed as
1− β = P (T ∈ Wα|H0 is true).
By decreasing the significance level α on an unchanged sample size n will be β increased
and vice-versa. It means for selected significance level α we can decrease β by increasing
the sample size n. The relation between α and β is on the Figure 4.7. There are both
hypothesis H0 and H0 on the figure. The curves on the left correspond to the probability
density of the test statistic T given that H0 is true and the curves on the right correspond
to the probability density of the test statistic T if H0 is true.
Very often is used in hypothesis tests so called p-value. It helps to decide whether to
reject or fail to reject a null hypothesis H0. The p-value is a probability (denoted as α)
of obtaining a test statistic that is at least as extreme as the actual calculated value, if
the null hypothesis is true. A commonly used cut-off value α is 0.05. For example, if the
calculated p-value of a test statistic is less than 0.05, we reject the null hypothesis.
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Figure 4.7: The relation between type I error α and type II error β.
4.6. Goodness-of-Fit Tests
In this chapter we will consider mostly the determination of whether or not the data follow
the normal distribution, because very often we need or we suppose the normal distribution
(at least approximately) of the data in technical applications. There are various methods
to check whether the data are normal or not and we will consider the most used ones.
4.6.1. Normal Probability Plot
It is a graphical method to verify an assumption about the data probability distribution
(it is also used for another continuous distributions). We have mentioned already the
histogram, which can provide insight about the distribution. However, histograms are
usually not very accurate in the indication of the distribution form. The histogram is
good for estimating the distribution only if the sample size n is very large. So probability
plotting is more reliable than the histogram for smaller simple sizes. The general method
is very simple and quick. This method typically uses special graph paper called probability
paper, which has been designed directly for the hypothesized probability distribution.
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To construct a probability plot we must order observations in the sample from the
smallest one to the largest. The ordered sample we can denote as x(1), x(2), . . . , x(n). For
each observation x(j) we can define its observed cumulative frequency as
j − 1
n
.
Then every observation x(j) (x-axis) is plotted against the observed cumulative frequency
(y-axis). Often are plotted 100
n
(j − 1) values on the y-axis. This transformation makes
from the cumulative distribution function a straight line (Figure 4.8). Hence if our data
approximately follow the straight line, we can conclude, that the hypothesized distribution
adequately describes the data. But the decision whether or not the data correspond to the
straight line is subjective. Consequently the probability plot is very often supplemented
with the result of one of the analytic tests mentioned below.
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Figure 4.8: Transformation of the y-axis scale during probability plotting.
A normal probability plot can be also drawn on ordinary paper by plotting the stan-
dardized normal scores zj against x(j) , where the standardized normal scores zj are the
percentiles of the standard normal distribution such that
j − 1
n
= P (Z ≤ zj) = Φ(zj).
Examples of the probability plots (first one with 100
n
(j − 1) on y-axis and the second one
with zj on y-axis ) are on the Figure 4.9. We can see, that the values approximately
follow the straight line and so we can conclude the the data have normal distribution.
4.6.2. Pearson’s chi-square test
Pearson’s (χ2) test can be used for continuous and also for discrete random variables to
determine whether a sample is consistent with a particular theoretical distribution. So
the hypothesis H0 is, that the sample x1, . . . , xn comes from the specific distribution with
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Figure 4.9: Example of probability plots.
cumulative distribution function F (x). The first step is to classify the sample to m classes
with observed frequencies fj. Then we have to compute the theoretical frequencies:
fˆj = n
(
F (x+j )− F (x+j−1)
)
for j = 1, . . . ,m , (4.16)
where x+j is the right limit point of the jth class. The sample should be classified in such
a way to have sufficiently large frequencies in every class. Usually is required fˆ > 5. This
condition is possible to satisfy with sufficiently large sample size n by suitable choose of
the classification. The test statistic is then
t =
m∑
j=1
(fj − fˆ 2j)
fˆj
=
m∑
j=1
f 2j − 2fj fˆj + fˆ 2j
fˆj
=
=
m∑
j=1
f 2j
fˆj
− 2
m∑
j=1
fj +
m∑
j=1
fˆj =
m∑
j=1
f 2j
fˆj
− n. (4.17)
The acceptance region is
Wα =
〈
0, χ21−α
〉
, (4.18)
where χ21−α is (1−α) percentile of the chi-square distribution with n = m− q− 1 degrees
of freedom and q is number of parameters hypothetical distribution (in the case of normal
distribution is q = 2). So the hypothesis H0 is not rejected if t ∈ Wα.
4.6.3. Anderson-Darling test
Anderson-Darling (A-D) test is used to determine whether or not a sample of data came
from a population with specific distribution. We need the ordered data x1, . . . , xn for
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this test. The H0 in A-D test is: the data follow a specified distribution. The A-D test
statistic is
t = −n− S , (4.19)
where
S =
n∑
i=1
2i− 1
n
[lnF (xi) + ln(1− F (xn+1−i))] (4.20)
and F is the cumulative distribution function of the specified distribution.
The critical values for the A-D test are dependent on the specific distribution, that is
tested and the values are tabulated. We will consider the test, if the data come from the
normal distribution:
At first one has to order the sample from low to high. Then is computed the average x a
and the standard deviation s according to the formulas (4.1) and (4.4). The values of xi
are then standardized (following the theorem 4.4.3) by computing
zj =
xi − x
s
.
The A-D statistic becomes
t = −n−
n∑
i=1
2i− 1
n
[ln Φ(zi) + ln(1− Φ(zn+1−i))].
For small sample sizes is sometimes used the adjustment
t? = AD
(
1 +
0.75
n
+
2.25
n2
)
.
The 5% critical value of the A-D statistic is 0.752 and the 1% value is 1.035 . The ac-
ceptance interval Wα is between 0 and the critical value. So we reject the hypothesis, if
the computed value exceeds a critical value. A disadvantege is, that for large sample sizes
this test can reject the assumption of normality with only small imperfections.
4.6.4. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test is also used for determining if the sample comes from a
specific distribution. But it gives not so much weight to the tails. So the K-S test is less
sensitive than the Anderson-Darling test. Another advantage is, that the critical values
do not depend on the specific distribution being tested. The hypothesis H0 is: observed
continuous distribution with known parameters has the cumulative distribution function
F (x). The K-S test is based on the empirical distribution function.
Definition 4.6.1. A cumulative distribution function of a sample ordered in ascending
order x1, . . . , xn is defined as
Fˆ =

0 for x ∈ (−∞, x1〉
i
n
for x ∈ (xi, xi+1〉 i = 1, . . . , n− 1 .
1 for x ∈ (xi,∞)
(4.21)
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The example of the empirical distribution function is on the Figure 4.10. It is made
from 100 random normal numbers and for the comparison is added the normal cumulative
distribution function.
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Figure 4.10: Example of probability plots.
The test statistic for the K-S test is
t = sup
x
∣∣∣F (x)− Fˆ (x)∣∣∣ = max
1≤i≤n
(∣∣∣∣F (xi)− i− 1n
∣∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣∣ in − F (xi)
∣∣∣∣) . (4.22)
The acceptance region is then
Wα = 〈0, D1−α〉 ,
where D1−α is the 1−α percentile of Kolmogorov distribution with n degrees of freedom.
In practice is for n > 100 used an approximation D1−α = 1.358√n . So if t ∈ Wα we do not
reject the hypothesis H0.
4.7. Regression Analysis
In many problems in engineering we want to find out the relationship between two or
more variables which we have observed during the experiment. For example we suppose
that the yield of some product is related to three input parameters, so we want to find
the function y = y(x1, x2, x3). In these types of problems is used regression analysis. It
is very useful statistical method. Regression analysis can be used for process controlling,
yield maximizing or for process optimization.
4.7.1. Idea of Regression Analysis
We want to describe the relationship between the variables from an experiment. The
independent variables represents a random vector X = (X1, . . . , Xk) and dependent or
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response variable is a random variable Y . For searching the relationship between X and
Y is used the Regression analysis. The relationship is given by the Regression function
y = E(Y |X = x) = ϕ(x, β) , (4.23)
where x = (x1, . . . , xk) is a vector of independent variables or predictors (the value of
random vector X), y is dependent or response variable (the value of random variable Y ),
β = (β1, . . . , βm) is a vector of parameters called Regression coefficients and E(Y |X = x)
is a conditional mean.
By realization of n experiments we obtain (k+1)-dimensional sample ((x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn))
with size n, where yi is observed value of random variable Yi and xi is observed value of
the independent variables vector Xi, i = 1, . . . , n. On the Figure 4.11 is the example of
the relationship between Y and X. The measured values symbolizing the black circles
and the regression function is the thick line.
Figure 4.11: Relationship between Y and X.
On the Figure 4.11 is good to see, that the observed values need not to lie directly on
the function line. For the random variable Yj we have
Yj = ϕ(xj, β) + j , (4.24)
where j is a random error with mean zero and (unknown) variance (σ2 j ∼ N(0, σ2)).
We suppose the errors corresponding to different observations to be uncorrelated random
variables.
The idea of regression analysis is then to find the regression coefficients β such that
the probability of observation the regression function will be maximal.
Every Yj has the probability density
Yj ∼ fj(yj, θ) = 1
σ
√
2pi
exp
[
−(yj − ϕ(xj, β))
2
2σ2
]
. (4.25)
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For the probability density of Y we have
Y ∼ f(y, β) =
n∏
j=1
fj(yj, θ) =
n∏
j=1
1
σ
√
2pi
exp
[
−(yj − ϕ(xj, β))
2
2σ2
]
=
=
1
σn(2pi)
n
2
exp
[
−
∑n
j=1 (yj − ϕ(xj, β))2
2σ2
]
. (4.26)
Here we do not know vector β and value of σ2. We want to maximize the expression
(4.26). Now suppose that we know the variance σ2. We have now the expression e−u to
maximize. It means that we want to minimize u and
u =
n∑
j=1
(yj − ϕ(xj, β))2. (4.27)
This quantity is in fact the sum of squares of the deviations, so this method is called the
Least squares method. Actually we are looking for β, but we can find only the approxi-
mation b, which is the most suitable for the measured values.
If we do not suppose the normal probability distribution of the errors, we can not use the
method of least squares.
4.7.2. Least Squares Method
Let us have measured sample (x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn). We want to express the relation be-
tween x and y by the function
y = f(x, β) ,
where β = β1, . . . , βm are the parameters, which statistical estimations b = b1, . . . , bm we
are looking for. The criterion is then minimizing the sum of squares of the deviations
between yi and values y = f(xi, β) as we have seen in the previous paragraph. If we
denote the value of y in xi as yˆ. Then the values i = yi − yˆ are called the residuals.
Let us denote
S∗ =
n∑
i=1
(yi − ϕ(xi, β))2. (4.28)
This quantity we want to minimize. It is actually a sum of squares of the residuals and
sometimes it is called error sum of squares. A necessary condition for the existence of the
minimum of function S∗ is
∂S∗
∂βj
= 0 for j = 1, 2, . . . ,m . (4.29)
Now we will consider only the linear function y in βi, it is
y = β1f(x) + β2f(x) + · · ·+ βmf(x) (4.30)
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so S∗ becomes
S∗ =
n∑
i=1
(yi − β1f1(xi)− · · · − βjfj(xi)− · · · − βmfm(xi))2 . (4.31)
In the concrete for a parameter βj we obtain the condition for minimum S∗ such that
n∑
i=1
fj(xi)f1(xi)β1 + · · ·+
n∑
i=1
fj(xi)fm(xi)βm =
n∑
i=1
yifj(xi) . (4.32)
If we now denote
n∑
i=1
fj(xi)fk(xi) = ajk and
n∑
i=1
yifj(xi) = aj , (4.33)
from all the conditions (4.32) we have the following system of equations.
a11 β1 + a12 β2 + · · · + a1m βm = a1
a21 β1 + a22 β2 + · · · + a2m βm = a2
...
... . . .
...
...
am1 β1 + am2 β2 + · · · + amm βm = am
(4.34)
The solution of this so called system of normal equations is our wanted vector of parame-
ters b = b1, . . . , bm.
4.7.3. Linear Regression
Definition 4.7.1. Linear regression function with respect to regression coefficients has
form
Yi =
m∑
j=1
βjfj(x) + i , (4.35)
where fj((x)) are known functions, which do not contain regression coefficients β1, . . . , βm
and i is not correlated random variables with normal probability distribution N(0, σ2).
The derivation of the least squares method above is done for the linear model (due to
the assumption (4.30)).
The linear regression model is then based on the following assumptions:
• The vector x is not random and so functions f have non-random values fji = fj(xi)
for j = 1, . . . ,m and i = 1, . . . , n.
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• The matrix
F =

f11 · · · f1n
... . . .
...
fm1 · · · fmn
 with components fji, has the rank m < n.
• Random variable Yi has the mean E(Yi) =
∑m
j=1 βjfji and constant variance
D(Yi) = σ
2 > 0 for i = 1, . . . , n.
• Random variables Yi are not correlated and they have normal probability distribu-
tion for i = 1, . . . , n.
Let us introduce a notation, which will be used in further formulas for estimating the
regression coefficients, variance and function values.
H = FFT =

∑n
i=1 f1if1i · · ·
∑n
i=1 f1ifmi
... . . .
...∑n
i=1 fmif1i · · ·
∑n
i=1 fmifmi
 , (4.36)
g = Fy =

∑n
i=1 f1iyi
...∑n
i=1 fmiyi
 , (4.37)
b =

b1
...
bm
 , y =

y1
...
yn
 .
Theorem 4.7.2. An estimation of the regression coefficient bj, j = 1, . . . ,m, where vector
b is the solution of system of equations
Hb = g. (4.38)
Clearly this is the normal system of equations (4.34).
Theorem 4.7.3. An estimation of the linear regression function is
y =
m∑
j=1
bjfj(x). (4.39)
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Theorem 4.7.4. An estimation of the variance σ2 is
s2 =
S∗min
n−m, (4.40)
where
S∗min =
n∑
i=1
(
yi −
m∑
j=1
bjfji
)2
=
n∑
i=1
y2i −
m∑
j=1
bjgj (4.41)
is the minimal value of the sum of squares of the residuals and gj is a component of
vector g.
Theorem 4.7.5. A 100(1− α)% confidence interval on regression coefficient βj is〈
bj − t1−α/2s
√
hjj, bj + t1−α/2s
√
hjj
〉
, (4.42)
where hjj is j-th diagonal component of the matrix H−1 and t1−α/2 is
(
1− α
2
)
-percentile
of Student’s distribution with n−m degrees of freedom.
Theorem 4.7.6. A 100(1−α)% confidence interval about the mean response at the value
of regression function in arbitrary but fixed x is〈
m∑
j=1
bjfj(x)− t1−α/2s
√
h∗,
m∑
j=1
bjfj(x) + t1−α/2s
√
h∗
〉
, (4.43)
where h∗ = f(x)TH−1f(x), whereas f(x) =

f1(x)
...
fm(x)
 and t1−α/2 is (1− α2 )-percentile
of Student’s distribution with n−m degrees of freedom.
Theorem 4.7.7. A 100(1 − α)% prediction interval on a future observation Y at the
given x is given by〈
m∑
j=1
bjfj(x)− t1−α/2s
√
1 + h∗,
m∑
j=1
bjfj(x) + t1−α/2s
√
1 + h∗
〉
, (4.44)
where h∗ and t1−α/2 have the same meaning as in the previous theorem.
Proofs of the Theorems 4.7.2 - 4.7.7 can be found in the [1].
After computing the regression coefficients we can test the hypothesis H0 : βj = βj0
against the alternative hypothesis H0 : βj 6= βj0 on significance level α. We can use this
test for only one chosen j , j = 1, . . . ,m. The test statistic is then
t =
bj − βj0
s
√
hjj
, (4.45)
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where hjj is a diagonal component of the matrix H−1 and s is the estimate of standard
deviation. The acceptance region is then Wα =
〈−t1−α/2 , t1−α/2〉, where t1−α/2 is(
1− α
2
)
-percentile of Student’s distribution with n−m degrees of freedom.
For this test we can also use the confidence interval on regression coefficient βj.
Very often is this test used for testing whether βj = 0 or not. After failing to reject
this hypothesis H0 we can simplify the model and omit then the function fj.
Usually we want to judge the adequacy of a regression model. For this case is used
coefficient of determination R2. It indicates how much variation in the response is ex-
plained by the model. The higher R2, the better the model fits the data. The formula
is
R2 = 1− S
∗
min∑n
i=1 y
2
i − ny¯2
, (4.46)
where S∗min is the minimal value of the sum of squares given by (4.41) and y¯ is the average
of the sample y.
The statistic R2 should be used with caution, because it is always possible to make R2
larger by simply adding enough terms to the model. But we usually want to find the
model with at least terms.
Sometimes is used so called adjusted R2, which accounts for the number of predictors in
the model and it is useful for comparing models with different numbers of predictors. The
formula is
R2adj = 1−
S∗min∑n
i=1 y
2
i − ny¯2
(
n− 1
n−m− 1
)
. (4.47)
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5. Problem solution
In the following pages will be solved the problem given in Chapter 3. The drill diame-
ters (4, 4.03, 4.05, 4.08 and 4.1 mm) will be denoted as D, the material thicknesses (40,
60, 80 mm) will be denoted as T and we will denote the pull out force as F .
The problem was defined for two kinds of valves - assembled and disassembled. But
by the decision of the company is the problem solved for all measured data as a whole.
The reason is that conditions, when are installed assembled or disassembled valves, can
not be precisely specified by the company and consequently is the analysis for various
types of valves needless.
5.1. Representation of Measured Data
It was done and measured 2280 experiments with holes drilled without the calibration.
We will display only summarized data in histograms or box plots, because displaying the
simple points is useless in this case. Our point of interest is the pull out force F . The
categorized histograms of measured values are on the Figures 5.1 and 5.2.
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Figure 5.1: Categorized histogram of F , categorizing variables - T and D.
The Figure 5.2 is furthermore supplemented by the box plots of the force F (see Fig-
ure 5.3). The solid circles represent means.
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Figure 5.2: Categorized histogram of F separately for T and D.
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Figure 5.3: Box plots of F categorized for T and D.
Holes drilled in the current way, so with calibration, we will call an etalon. It was
measured together 151 values of pull out force FE for etalon. The histogram and box plot
of measured values are on the Figures 5.4 and 5.5 respectively.
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Figure 5.4: Histogram of FE with normal distribution density curve.
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Figure 5.5: Box plot of FE.
We assume the normal distributed data. On the Figure 5.4 we can see, that the
measured data are not normal. In practice we can hold this assumption. The non-
normality in our case is caused by a small variety of input factors. The main reasons are
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a small number of operators; and also that all testing blocks were regular, but in practice
the valves are installed in various angles.
We have no data from the company to categorize the pull out force by another factors
(operator, instrument, etc. ).
Computation of the minimal pull out force
From the measured values of FE we want to compute a 5% percentile (it will be our
significance level for this case). We can compute it in two ways - theoretically from the
normal distribution or just compute the 5% percentile of the measured sample.
• Theoretical computation of FE0.05 is computed from the formula (4.12).
FE0.05 = µ+ σ u0.05 = 1293− 423.7 · 1.645 = 596.0135
• From the measured sample we get the value of FE0.05 by following the Definition 4.1.5.
FE0.05 = 560
We can see, that the two values are not very different from each other. We will use the
theoretical one.
5.2. Model Development
The idea of next steps is the following. We want to find a model F = f(T,D), which
will fit well the measured data. We will consider a usual procedure in technical practice.
It means start with a linear model and continue with a quadratic one. Then can be
considered another kind of model, which can be more useful for the data and the process.
After the model selection we will consider the 5% percentile of a future observation
F at the given T for various D with the 5% percentile of the etalon pull out force FE.
In the concrete we will compare the left value of the predicted interval of F with the
5% percentile of measured FE. We request the predicted force F to be equal or larger
than the FE. Then we can directly from the graph choose drill diameter D for given
material thickness T . So we can omit the calibration in the process.
Linear Model
In this paragraph we will assume, that the pull out force F depends only linearly on
diameter D and thickness T . After computing the estimates of the regression coefficients
we have function
F = 22571− 4.62 T− 5175D . (5.1)
We get more information about the coefficients from the Table 5.1. For every predictor
we can see the value of the coefficient, value of the test statistic t and the p-value for
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Predictor Coefficient t-value p-value
constant 22570.6 26.95 0.000
T -4.6220 -10.30 0.000
D -5174.7 -25.05 0.000
s = 348.489 R2 = 0.246 R2adj = 0.245
Table 5.1: Coefficients for linear model.
testing the hypothesis H0 : βj = 0 . There are also estimates of standard deviation s and
values of R2 and R2adj.
A 3D plot of function (5.1) together with all measured values is on the Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.6: 3D plot of regression function.
From the constructed model we can compute the 5% percentile for predicted values of
F . After that we can add the line of 5% percentile of etalon to the graph (see Figure 5.7).
From the figure we can directly choose a drill diameter D for given material thickness T .
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For example if we want to drill the hole into the material of thickness 70 mm, we choose
drill with diameter 4.05 mm.
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Figure 5.7: Predicted 5% percentile of F versus D for various T .
This model describes well our situation, but we expect some non-linearities in the
process. So we construct a quadratic model for better description of the situation.
Quadratic Model
In this model we assume, that the pull out force F depends on predictors T , D, T 2, D2
and an interaction term T ·D . In this case is the estimation of the regression function
F = 937598− 388T− 451364D+ 0.149T2 + 54411D2 + 90.1T ·D . (5.2)
In the Table 5.2 we can see more information about the regression analysis.
A graph of function (5.2) is on the Figure 5.8. The predicted values can be seen on the
Figure 5.9.
We can see from the Table 5.2, that the value of R2 is larger than in the linear case,
so it seems that the quadratic model is better for the description of our situation. But in
the Figure 5.9 we can see that for thicknesses T = 70 mm and T = 80 mm the predicted
pull out force grows with increasing D for D > 4.08. This fact is impossible in our process
with respect to physical point of view. That is why, we declare this model not satisfactory
for description the process.
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Predictor Coefficient t-value p-value
constant 937598 8.44 0.000
T -387.70 -7.74 0.000
D -451364 -8.23 0.000
T 2 0.14933 3.95 0.000
D2 54411 8.03 0.000
T ·D 90.12 7.32 0.000
s = 338.817 R2 = 0.288 R2adj = 0.286
Table 5.2: Coefficients for quadratic model.
Figure 5.8: 3D plot of regression function.
Other Models
We do not want to pull out force increase in larger values of D, so we will now consider
a model with terms T , D, 1/T and 1/D. We have chosen the terms 1/T and 1/D for a
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Figure 5.9: Predicted 5% percentile of F versus D for various T .
Predictor Coefficient t-value p-value
constant -1756783 -7.82 0.000
T 4.363 1.87 0.062
D 214345 7.73 0.000
1/T 28733 3.91 0.000
1/D 3601144 7.92 0.000
s = 342.782 R2 = 0.271 R2adj = 0.269
Table 5.3: Coefficients for chosen model.
simple reason, which is that they decrease for increasing values of T and D.
After computation we obtain this estimate of regression function:
F = −1756783+ 4.36T+ 214345D+ 28733
T
+
3601144
D
. (5.3)
Now it is important to see the Table of coefficients 5.3. In the second line we can see
according to t-value or p-value, that we can not reject the hypothesis on significance level
5%, that the coefficient in front of T is equal to 0. So we simplify the model and we can
omit the term T in the next step.
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Predictor Coefficient t-value p-value
constant -1754388 -7.81 0.000
D 214112 7.72 0.000
1/T 15271 11.01 0.000
1/D 3597316 7.91 0.000
s = 342.971 R2 = 0.270 R2adj = 0.269
Table 5.4: Coefficients for chosen model - without T .
Now we will consider the previous model, but without the term T . After computation
we obtain the estimate of regression function
F = −1754388+ 214112D+ 15271
T
+
3597316
D
. (5.4)
The Table 5.4 shows now, that all coefficients are different from zero. 3D plot of (5.4) is
on the Figure 5.10. The predicted values for this model are on the Figure 5.11.
Figure 5.10: 3D plot of regression function.
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Figure 5.11: Predicted 5% percentile of F versus D for various T .
From the Tables 5.4 and 5.2 we can see, that the R2 value for this model is a bit
lower than for the quadratic one. But actually this model describes very well expected
behaviour of our process. We can increase the value of R2 by choosing model with more
and more terms, but in this case is it counterproductive. On the Figure 5.12 we can see a
model with terms T , D, T ·D, T 2, D2, 1/T and 1/D, which has R2 value equal to 0.295.
But from the figure we can see, that this model absolutely do not hold our assumptions
and so it is useless for our case.
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Figure 5.12: Predicted 5% percentile of F versus D for various T .
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Summary
We have developed few models for our drilling process. The linear model is good for basic
description of the data. On the contrary, the quadratic model with higher R2 value, does
not agree with the physical point of view. So after the omission of the T term in our
chosen model we can interpret the equation (5.4) with R2 = 0.270 as our wanted result.
Then from the Figure 5.11 we can choose the drill diameter from given material thickness.
This result we will describe better in the next chapter.
5.3. Analysis of the Resulting Model
In this chapter we will test the assumption of the normality of residuals and also we will
compute the confidence intervals for coefficients βj and for the mean response function of
F . Also will be computed a 5% prediction on a future observation of F .
5.3.1. Normality of Residuals Testing
If we want to analyze residuals i, it is more convenient to consider the Standardized
residuals ri given by formula
ri =
i√
s2(1− hii) , (5.5)
where s2 is computed from (4.40) and hii is the i-th diagonal component of the matrix
H−1.
The standardized residuals should follows the standard normal distribution N(0, 1) to be
our previous computations correct.
At first we can construct a histogram and probability plot of computed standardized
residuals to have a general idea about their probability distribution. The graphs are on
the Figures 5.13 and 5.14 respectively. At first sight we can conclude that the data are
not very far from the standard normal distribution. This conclusion we try to confirm or
reject with help of goodness-of-fit tests mentioned in Chapter 4.6. Obtained results are
in the Table 5.5.
Test t-value p-value Hypothesis H0
Pearson’s χ2 575 0.000 rejected
Anderson-Darling 4.565 <0.005 rejected
Kolmogorov-Smirnov 0.039 <0.010 rejected
Table 5.5: Test statistics and p-values for various normality tests.
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Figure 5.14: Box plot of Standardized residuals.
We reject the hypothesis, that standardized residuals follows standard normal distri-
bution in all tests. Even also in Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, which is generally most hopeful
to pass. But we can conclude, that the non-normality with respect to residuals is not so
significant. The rejection of the hypothesis in the tests is mostly caused by large number
of observations and hence we have lot of information about the data distribution. We
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can see, that it is very close to the normal distribution but not exactly. For very large
samples is generally difficult to prove the normality, because it can be rejected for only
small imperfections.
So we can assume, that the residuals have normal distribution and consequently we are
able to compute the regression function.
5.3.2. Confidence Intervals of Regression Coefficients
For confidence intervals of regression coefficients we use the formula (4.42) from the The-
orem 4.7.5. Before introducing results for regression coefficients we have to mention some
variables used for the particular computation. This variables are also used in compu-
tations in next paragraphs. They are an estimate of the standard deviation computed
following the formula (4.40) and matrix H−1. For our model they have values:
s = 342.971 (5.6)
and
H−1 =

440311 −54356 0.2465 −891614
−54356 6710 −0.0649 110068
0.2465 −0.0649 16.3622 −1.131
−891614 110068 −1.131 1805511
 . (5.7)
We will consider all confidence intervals as 95%. So we have value α = 5. Hence we
need the percentile t0.975 of Student’s distribution with 2255 degrees of freedom. It can
be found for example in [7] and we have
t0.975 = 1.961 . (5.8)
Now we have all needed values for computing the confidence intervals for the coeffi-
cients. We have already computed the estimation of the regression coefficients
b =

−1754388
214112
15271
3597316
 . (5.9)
These values are for terms Constant, D, 1/T and 1/D respectively. For the 95% confi-
dence intervals on regression coefficients βj we finally have:
β1 ∈ 〈−2200675;−1308100〉
β2 ∈ 〈159019; 269205〉 (5.10)
β3 ∈ 〈12550; 17992〉
β4 ∈ 〈2693594; 4501038〉
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5.3.3. Confidence Interval about the Mean Response at the Value
of Regression Function
The computation is similar to the computation in the previous paragraph. Now we use
the formula 4.43 considered in the Theorem 4.7.6. For the computation we need values
(5.6), (5.7) and (5.8).
Furthermore we need to compute the value of h∗. In our case it is the following:
h∗ =f(x)TH−1f(x) =
=
(
1 D 1
T
1
D
)

440311 −54356 0.2465 −891614
−54356 6710 −0.0649 110068
0.2465 −0.0649 16.3622 −1.131
−891614 110068 −1.131 1805511


1
D
1
T
1
D
 .
Hence
h∗ = 660446− 108712D + 6710D2 − 1783228
D
+
+
0.4929
T
− 0.1298D
T
+
16.3623
T 2
+
1805510
D2
− 2.2625
TD
. (5.11)
If we now denote the value of F at given fixed T and D as Fˆ . It means
Fˆ = −1754388 + 214112D + 15271
T
+
3597316
D
.
We are able now to write down the confidence interval about the mean response in given
T and D 〈
Fˆ − 672.566
√
h∗; Fˆ + 672.566
√
h∗
〉
. (5.12)
Graph of the result (5.12) is on the Figure 5.15.
5.3.4. Prediction Interval on a Future Observation F
All results we need, are already computed in previous paragraphs. For the final result we
must consider values (5.6), (5.7), (5.8) and (5.11). And after substitution to the formula
(4.44) from the Theorem 4.7.7 we obtain〈
Fˆ − 672.566√1 + h∗; Fˆ + 672.566√1 + h∗
〉
. (5.13)
The result 5.13 can be seen on the Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.15: 3D plot of 95% confidence interval about the mean response.
Figure 5.16: 3D plot of 95% prediction interval on a future observation F .
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For better comparison are the prediction interval and the confidence interval displayed
together on the Figure 5.17.
Figure 5.17: 3D plot of 95% prediction interval on future observation and 95% confidence
interval about the mean of F .
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6. Conclusion
The second chapter of this thesis contains a short description of Six Sigma methodo-
logy - its goals, key roles and main phases. It serves to a general familiarization with the
term Six Sigma.
Statistical tools often used in Six Sigma and also used for solution of our problem, are
described in the fourth chapter. The tools description starts from the basic terms and
variables describing given data, to avoid mistakes in notation.
The thesis contains description of numerical and graphical summary of given data, defi-
nition of random variable and some useful continuous probability distributions. Then is
defined and described testing of statistical hypothesis. In the next section are described
few most used goodness-of-fit tests, especially tests for normal distribution are considered.
In the last part of the chapter is described regression analysis. In the concrete - idea of
regression analysis, least squares method and model of linear regression.
In the fifth chapter is described a solution of the concrete technical problem given
in chapter two. The problem is based on a real measured experiment and we want
to eliminate one manufacturing operation in a drilling process. In the Section 5.2 is
introduced the evolution of the model describing measured data. We have concluded the
Equation (5.4) as the final model. The use of the corresponding Figure 5.11 allows us to
choose the drill diameter versus given material thickness and so to omit the calibration in
the process, which was necessary before. The model is than more analyzed in Section 5.3.
After the model implementation into the process was recommended to test, if the
variability of the pull out force in the process without calibration is not larger than the
variability of the force in the original process. This test was done by the company itself,
because it belongs to company strategy to check variability after every change in the
process.
The computed model worked well and there were money and time savings. The holes
had not worse characteristics than the ones drilled by the technology with calibration.
But process without calibration had big requirements on operators. Without calibration
could drill only experienced operators, not skilled operators had much worse results and
quality. In a relatively short time the company developed a new technology of drilling.
Still is used hand drilling but the construction of the machine is totally different. The new
construction brought more savings than our model, so it is used today in the company.
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List of shortcuts and symbols
D drill diameter
D(X) variance of random variable X
DMAIC main process in Six Sigma methodology
DPMO defects per million opportunities
E(X) mean of random variable X
F pull out force of valves made by the new technology
FE pull out force of etalon
F (X) cumulative distribution function of continuous random variable X
f(X) probability density function of continuous random variable X
H0 statistical hypothesis
H0 alternative hypothesis
IQR interquartile range
LSL lower specification limit
N(µ, σ2) normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ2
N(0, 1) standard normal distribution
n sample size
q1 first quartile
q2 second quartile
q3 third quartile
r sample range
ri standardized residuals
s sample standard deviation
s2 sample variance
T material thickness
t observed value of the test statistic
tn t - distribution (Student’s distribution) with n degrees of freedom
USL upper specification limit
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LIST OF SHORTCUTS AND SYMBOLS
up percentile of standard normal distribution
Wα critical region
Wα acceptance region
X random variable
x measured value of the random variable
xp 100 p-th percentile of random variable X
x¯ sample average
x˜ sample median
α significance level
Γ(a) gamma function
i residuals
Φ(x) cumulative distribution function of standard normal distribution
φ(x) probability density function of standard normal distribution
µ mean of normal distribution
σ standard deviation of normal distribution
σ2 variance of normal distribution
σ(X) standard deviation of random variable X
χ2n χ
2 (chi-square) distribution with n degrees of freedom
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